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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
02/04/15  

An initial bullish tilt off Chinese stimulus move  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +5.90, SILVER +3.90, PLATINUM +4.90  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,269.25, -11.75 from prior AM 
LME Copper Stocks 252,400 tons +1,850 tons Shanghai copper stocks +2,905 
tons  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets were mixed to marginally lower heading into the 
US trading hours, as they consolidated recent gains and turn their focus to Non-Farm Payroll data later in the 
week. The Japanese Nikkei was the bright spot overnight closing up 2%, with follow through momentum after a 
two-day surge in US shares and upbeat earnings from Mitsubishi. A measure of stability in oil prices in recent 
sessions and general risk-on theme provided an added source of support. However, China's Shanghai Composite 
closed down 1% and erased early gains following a weaker than expected January service sector data. European 
shares drifted marginally lower during the early morning hours, despite a generally upbeat round of service sector 
readings. Sentiment toward global equity markets garnered a boost after the People's Bank of China cut their 
reserve requirement ratio by 0.5%. US equity markets were marginally lower to start, with attention moving toward 
January labor market data with this morning's ADP report.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
Gold was the "odd man out" in the precious metals complex on Tuesday as a shift to "risk on" from safe haven 
resulted in corrective action in gold and modest gains in silver and PGM prices. Apparently weakness in the Dollar 
was not enough to countervail the decline in safe haven sentiment for gold that was seen in the wake of a noted 
tempering of global deflationary psychology. With tensions toward Greece also declining, the need for safe haven 
gold is reduced at least temporarily. While declining safe haven sentiment injured gold yesterday, the shift away 
from deflationary psychology has provided gold, silver, platinum and palladium with a badly-needed lift this 
morning. While the world hasn't suddenly rid itself of major issues like the Greek debt problem or the 
Ukraine/Russian conflict, seeing a sharp upward extension in crude oil prices seemed to signal a step-wise 
improvement in forward economic views and the reserve rate requirement cut by the PBOC this morning is 
apparently serving to lift the metals complex again. The gains in gold and silver this morning are coming despite 
gains in the Dollar, renewed weakness in crude oil and minor declines in equities. Gold is also gaining despite 
news of sharply reduced Turkish January gold imports relative to the prior month, but that negative demand news 
is countervailed by reports of a new gold derivative instrument that is backed by physical bullion stored in 
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Canada. Gold derivative holdings overnight declined by 22,512 ounces but on the year holdings have managed a 
gain of 2,313,408 ounces.  

 

PLATINUM  
Gains in platinum and palladium this week have been at least partially justified by improved global economic 
sentiment, favorable US auto sales forecasts from Auto-Nation and by fresh strength in a number of physical 
commodity markets. More definitively, seeing sharp gains in crude oil and copper yesterday seemed to lend some 
added buying interest to the PGM complex on Tuesday, which in turn has seen some minor supply-side threats in 
the last two weeks from both Zambia and Zimbabwe. Reports of ongoing declines PGM export flow to and from 
Switzerland for all of 2014 might lead some players to speculate on a tighter global supply situation, especially in 
the wake of the strike-induced loss of production from South Africa in 2014. Clearly the PGM markets see the 
Chinese PBOC reserve rate requirement cut as supportive, but to see prices claw out consistent gains ahead 
probably requires step-wise gains in global equities.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
So far, gold and silver have generally avoided a bearish near-term tilt off an ongoing reduction in safe haven 
interest. With China moving to provide some fresh stimulus, the overall economic anxiety level of the world seems 
to be on the decline but uncertainty over Greece hasn't completely left the equation. On the other hand, negative 
influences on gold might indirectly provide some cushion for silver, platinum and palladium ahead as improved 
economic sentiment could improve physical demand hopes. Solid support in April gold remains at $1,255.80 and 
there is little in the way of resistance seen until the $1,283.90 level. Initial support in March Silver moves up to 
$17.17 but we aren't sure that the world is ready to consistently embrace a risk-on vibe and in turn rush into 
physical commodities. We do think that macro-economic views are positive enough for PGM prices to forge some 
gains especially in the wake of favorable auto sales results and the PBOC reserve rate reduction. Support in 
March palladium rises to $788.60 and a near term rise above $800 looks to be in the cards. In April platinum a 
rise above $1,244.10 early today could project a rally to $1,258.60.  

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
02/04/15  
Short covering to continue for another session  

 

GENERAL: The copper market was lifted yesterday by a bullish tide toward 
physical commodity markets, by a setback in the Dollar and also because of 
noted ongoing gains in US equities. In other words, a "risk on" vibe combined 
with short-covering to lift copper prices to their highest level since January 22nd 
improves overall sentiment toward physical markets. Some players suggested 
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that sharp gains in crude oil provided the brunt of the lift in copper, which in turn reversed a number of 
intermediate short-term technical signals. Clearly improved economic sentiment and the Chinese stimulus move 
overnight adds to a positive physical commodity demand vibe this morning. However, to leave the January lows 
as a significant and major bottom on the charts, probably requires a reversal of the pattern of rising LME copper 
exchange stocks which forged another increase last night of 1,850 tons.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
With a recent extremely oversold spec positioning, copper prices could continue to see technical short covering 
buying ahead especially with the PBOC this morning providing a fresh positive catalyst. Initial upside targeting is 
seen up at $2.6360, and support now moves up to $2.5560. However, to keep the bear camp back on their heels 
probably requires respect of a critical pivot point on the charts of $2.5775.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

              2015 Commodity Trading Guide 
 

Features for 2015:  

 5 Trades for a Long-Term Bottom in Commodities 
 A Bottom in Feed Grains? 
 The Strength of US Beef & Pork Exports in the Face of High Prices 
 Global Gasoline and Diesel Demand Keep Pace with Crude Production 
 The Hunt for Individual Mobility 
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